Abstract-Due to the disadvantages of signature-based computer virus detection techniques, behavior-based detection methods have developed rapidly in recent years. However, current popular behavior-based detection methods only take API call sequences as program behavior features and the difference between API calls in the detection is not taken into consideration. This paper divides virus behaviors into separate function modules by introducing DLLs into detection. APIs in different modules have different importance. DLLs and APIs are both considered program calling resources. Based on the calling relationships between DLLs and APIs, program calling resources can be pictured as a tree named program behavior resource tree. Important block structures are selected from the tree as program behavior features. Finally, a virus detection model based on behavior the resource tree is proposed and verified by experiment which provides a helpful reference to virus detection.
INTRODUCTION
Most current anti-virus software employs a signature-based detection technique which is implemented under the premise that virus signatures are already known [1] . However, as the outbreak of polymorphic viruses and other new kinds of viruses, it is difficult to collect all the viruses' signatures. Because of the disadvantages of signature-based detection, behavior-based virus detection techniques have made rapid progress in recent years [2] .
Researchers have proposed several behavior-based virus detection methods, such as Bayes, Support Vector Machine, Decision Tree and so on [3] . D. Wagner and D. Dean drew a control flow graph by analyzing program source code which is hard to obtain [4] . J-Y. Xu [5] and J. Bergeron [6] monitored program behavior by taking API calling sequences as behavior features. However, this method treated every API equally. In other words, different APIs were considered to have equivalent importance. Yet, because of the deviation in design purpose, viruses and benign programs must show differences in their API calls [7] . That is to say, some APIs have distinguishing call frequencies between viruses and benign programs. Thus it is unreasonable to treat all APIs completely equally. E. Stinson and J. Mitchell noticed this and classified API calls by function modules [8] . But they did not mention the different importance among modules. Programs call API functions by loading relevant DLLs while APIs in certain DLLs have certain functions. The special behavior of viruses such as propagation, hide, self-copy, etc. are imple-mented by calling APIs from specific DLLs, which demonstrates that these APIs are relatively more important than APIs in other DLLs. Therefore, we can distinguish different APIs' impact on detection by finding the DLL to which it belongs. This is the reason that we introduce DLLs into virus detection. Furthermore, earlier detection methods only took API calls as virus features. In this paper, we consider both DLLs and APIs as resources called by programs instead and draw behavior resource trees based on the resources called by the program and their calling relationship. By building connections between isolated resources, special block structures with several resources can be constructed and defined as program behavior features to increase detection rate accuracy.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 1 is the introduction and reviews the previous work in the field and presents the paper's main ideas. Section 2 illustrates the importance of introducing DLLs into virus detection with virus key DLLs listed and then introduces how to construct behavior resource trees. Section 3 presents the concept of key block structure and the method of obtaining block structure; also included is the reason for considering it as a behavior feature. Section 4 provides elaborations on the virus detection model based on the behavior resource tree, including the methods for calculating the Detection Value of block structures and of entire trees, the detection rule is also listed. In section 5 our theory is verified by an experiment. Section 6 concludes the paper.
PROGRAM BEHAVIOR RESOURCE TREE

Key Dynamic Link Library
In order to achieve specific aims such as propagation, destruction and hide, a virus must perform some behaviors that cause them to differ from benign programs [9] . Those behaviors can be considered as virus features and the majority of them are implemented by calling APIs in an operation system, which illustrates that the basic element of virus behavior is API calls. As APIs are called from Dynamic Link Library (DLL) while different DLLs have relatively independent function definition, APIs from different DLLs show significant difference in their functions. In other words, program behaviors are divided into several function modules, each modules' function is fulfilled by a group of DLLs. Virus, as a special kind of program, must has its own function modules which leads to a calling inclination to some group of DLLs compared to benign program. Those virus-preferred DLLs tend to include more important API functions in virus detection called key APIs. On the contrary, benign-program-preferred DLLs usually have fewer key APIs. Therefore, a DLL can be considered as a kind of behavior feature and hence it is not enough to monitor only API calls but also necessary to include DLLs into virus detection.
Virus behavior features consist of and can perform the following: infection, propagation, selfprotection, destruction of system function or user files, stealing sensitive information, unauthorized system control and malice net resource occupation, etc. [10] . According to these behaviors, we can search for DLLs that are included in corresponding function modules and utilize them as key DLLs in virus detection. In order to increase detection efficiency, we only select those DLLs with high frequency of being called and eliminate those of lower call frequency. Several common key DLLs with their functions and importance levels are listed in Table 1 .
Construction of Behavior Resource Tree
In current operation systems, programs need to request operation system to execute critical operations. System provides many APIs in all kinds of DLLs for user application to interact with it. Thus, by monitoring the program running process, we could get all the DLLs and APIs called by the program as well as the calling relationships between DLLs and between DLLs and APIs. Based on this information, program resources and their calling relations can be described as a tree structure. In this paper, we call this a Behavior Resource Tree (BRT) as is shown in Fig. 1 below:
From this figure, we realize that all the resources called by a program, including DLLs and APIs, altogether construct a tree structure. High layer DLLs can call DLLs in the lower layer, but call relations are limited to adjacent layers, which means a DLL node's direct child DLL nodes are located in the same layer. All the DLLs called by the program form the non-leaf nodes and every DLL calls API sequences that compose the leaf nodes in the tree. In fact, the BRT divides all of a program's behavior into several structures that represent different function modules. Through the calling relationships between DLLs and APIs from higher layers to lower layers, these modules ultimately connect with a basic behavior realization element -API call sequence; thus the entire tree structure of a program is constructed.
VIRUS BEHAVIOR FEATURE SET
Most current virus behavior detection methods take API calls as program behavior features, which, as is mentioned above, have many shortcomings. Due to this limitation, we extract special parts from the BRT that are relatively more important in virus detection to serve as key block structures. In this paper, such key block structures are considered program behavior features. Compared to traditional behavior detection methods, there are several reasons to expand the definition of program behavior features:
• Connect isolated resources to monitor programs' behavior more precisely. Because not only APIs are considered as behavior features but also DLLs are taken into consideration, therefore all the resources a program calls construct a tree structure. Thus the monitor range is expanded and the interrelation of resources is defined which means whether a resource exists is not the only factor to consider. All the isolated resources are connected and located in the BRT so that we can better understand the status of every resource in the whole structure and a program's behavior can be divided into different function modules and monitored separately.
• Differential treatment against APIs in different function modules. APIs are treated as equal importance factors in current detection techniques. However, in this paper, taking block structure as a behavior feature actually results in the differential treatment of APIs in different function modules. Every module has its own function and shows a significant difference in virus detection while all modules' functions are implemented by APIs ultimately. As a result, APIs in important modules and less important modules should not be treated equally. Differential treatment is definitely more practical and more accurate.
• Increase detection efficiency. Compared to the whole BRT, one single block structure is only a small part of it. Taking block structure as a behavior feature vector allows us to avoid calculating the whole tree. Through eliminating redundant parts and extracting only key parts, more pointed virus detection could be realized to increase detection efficiency.
In order to extract those relatively more important parts, that is, key block structures and eliminate redundant parts, we first search in the BRT for key DLLs listed in the last section. While a match is found, consider that DLL as a root node and the root node's sub structure in the BRT is a key block structure that we want. During the extraction procedure, a key DLL might be found in several different places of one program and there are more or less some differences among its sub structures. Therefore, the principles of block structure extraction are proposed as follows:
Principle 1: While a DLL has two or more sub structures that have significant difference in their structure, preference in key block structure selection is given to those sub structures whose module function is most probably related with virus behavior or whose hierarchical structure is more complex.
Principle 2: If there are several key DLLs being called in one selected block structure which leads to a huge block size and a much-too complex hierarchical structure, extract non-root DLL key nodes and their sub structure to construct other new key block structures and eliminate these parts from the original selected block structure.
After key block structures are extracted from the BRT, we need to make some secondary treatment against them based on statistics. Due to function difference, a key block structure may have several different versions in different programs. These versions have very familiar structures and unapparent resource differences. In the secondary treatment, they are considered as one key block structure because they perform the same function. Thus we need to select high repetitive rate parts from them, that is, parts which appear in most versions and eliminate those uncommon DLLs and APIs based on statistics through all block structures. At last, the final key block structures are called Feature Block Structures and are stored in a Virus Behavior Feature Database.
VIRUS DETECTION MODEL BASED ON THE BEHAVIOR RESOURCE TREE
In this paper, we introduce the concept of Detection Value (DV) into our virus detection model. By assigning values to resources in the BRT, the DV of both block structure and the whole tree can be evaluated. Then we set threshold value through calculation and statistics of all kinds of programs. Compare DV of the testing program to the threshold values, we could get the Whole Detection Rate (WDR). The detection includes three main procedures: calculating the DV of a block structure, calculating the WDV of a BRT and detection rules.
Calculating DV of Block Structure
In order to calculate the DV of a block structure, we divide the whole block structure into several sub structures from leaf layer to higher layers. Define the sub structure set as } { i T .
represents DLL set, where i d is a DLL in the structure and n is the number of all key DLLs. As is mentioned above, key DLLs show different importance in virus detection because of their function and call frequency differences, which is why DLLs should not be treated equally. In this paper, this differential treatment is realized by assigning different calculating coefficients to DLLs. By building connections among resources of the program, the DLL node actually brings additional information into detection. Therefore, for
is the set of all API nodes included in block structure p T , where ij v represents the j th child API node of DLL node i d . In order to assign value to API nodes, we make a statistics through all Feature Block Structures in the Virus Behavior Feature Database, count each of their API amounts n and for Similarity Judgment: The prerequisite of 'similar' is two block structure have the same root DLL node. While the testing block structure has the same DLLs as the feature block structure and the whole relationship among those DLLs is also the same, which means they have exactly the same structure, we determine the two block structures are 'Completely Similar'. If the structure is not completely the same, count the amount of its DLLs which appear in both the testing structure and feature structure. If this amount accounts for more than C percent of its total DLL number, we determine the two block structures are 'Partially Similar'. The value of C is decided by experiment result. Both of the two circumstances above are considered 'similar' in detection.
After getting the 'similar' testing block structure by Similarity Judgment rule, we still cannot calculate the DV of original testing block structure. A match between testing block structure and feature block structure in the database is needed to make a secondary treatment against testing block structure. First, we search in the Feature Block Structure Database for a feature structure which has the same root DLL node with testing block structure and call this feature block structure a Compare Block Structure. Then a traversal of the testing block structure is performed. During the traversal, those nodes of the same name located in the same position of the testing block structure and the corresponding compare block structure are allowed to remain in the structure without a location change, while the rest of the nodes which fail to pass the matching and are excluded from the testing structure. When the whole matching process is completed, those parts contribute less to the detection are eliminated and the remaining parts show more significant importance in virus detection. So the matching procedure increases detection accuracy and reduces computation complexity. After the matching, we call the altered testing block structure a Calculable Block Structure.
For every calculable block structure, we first connect its leaf node and their direct parent node as sub structures. Any sub structure can then be considered as a whole and becomes a new leaf of higher layer. Based on this assumption, we could construct sub structures from lower layer to higher layer. Lower layer sub structures are considered as special 'nodes' of higher layer sub structures. Eventually, all these sub structures form one whole Calculable Block Structure. According to the assigned value of APIs and calculating coefficients of DLLs, we begin the calculations from leaf layer. The DV of a leaf sub structure constructed by APIs and their parent DLL node can be calculated as:
is the value of leaf API node ij v , i P is the calculating coefficient of the parent DLL node of those APIs. From the formula above, we can calculate the product of the sum of all leaf API values and their parent DLL calculating coefficients as the DV of the leaf sub block structure. Because all nodes are connected directly or indirectly with each other by edges in the structure, it is insufficient to consider every node as an isolated element and accumulate all the nodes' values to be the DV of the block structure. Meanwhile, every edge connects a parent node and its child node, that is to say, there are no two nodes in the same layer that can become an edge's two vertices. Therefore, by multiplying the calculating coefficient i P , it can be revealed that the relationships among nodes in the structure actually produce extra information for detection and we could also take i P as an extra contribution of introducing the concept of edge in virus detection.
The leaf sub block structure can be considered an integrated leaf 'node' of the higher node with a known DV. Then we can reuse the algorithm above to calculate the DV of the higher layer sub block structure. Through calculating the DV of nested sub block structures from lower layers to higher layers, we get the total DV of the calculable block structure:
It is to be noted that nearly all DLLs have two kinds of child nodes: API nodes and DLL nodes except for leaf layer DLLs. For those leaf sub block structures whose root nodes are leaf layer DLLs, we can calculate their DV with formula (1). Formula (2) calculates other block structures' DVs where both the value of child APIs and DV of its sub structures should be added up then multiply that root DLL's calculating coefficient to get this sub block structure's result. Using that result in the calculation of higher layer sub block structures, finally we could get the result of the highest layer-that is the DV of that whole calculable block structure.
Calculating WDV of the BRT
In this paper, a program's behavior is represented by several feature block structures. Thus, in order to calculate the WDV of the BRT, all the program's testing block structures should be calculated altogether with an algorithm. In Section 4.1, we can get a single block structure's DV. Since the DV of different block structures have no comparability with each other, we need to compare the DV of the testing block structure to the DV of its corresponding feature block structure to get a proportion before calculating the total DV of the BRT. This proportion indicates a testing block structure's probability of exhibiting virus behavior and is called Detection Rate (DR).
After calculating the testing block structure's DV ) ( i T W and its corresponding feature block structure's DV 
Virus Detection Rules
The virus detection method in this paper is based on a program's BRT. Detection rules include searching for possible virus-specific structures in the BRT, judging by the DV of all block structures and judging by the WDR of the BRT. According their order of application, the detection rules are defined as follows:
Detection Rule 1: Search in the program's BRT to find whether there is one or more special structures which can be called virus-specific structure that only exist in virus program while benign program does not have. The form of expression of this kind of structure is certain resources with special connection among themselves.
The method of deciding whether there are virus-specific structures in a BRT is by comparing the testing structure to a virus-specific structure. Because this structure is still a part of the block structure, the Similarity Judgment process can also be used on it. If the two structures satisfy the 'Completely Similar' condition and more than 90 percent of their APIs are the same, we define the testing structure as a virus-specific structure. Any program that has one or more virusspecific structures is judged to be a virus and there is no need to calculate the DV of its block structure or WDR of the BRT. If there is no virus-specific structure in the program, we turn to Detection Rule 2.
Detection Rule 2: Based on the algorithm mentioned above, calculate DV of every testing block structure of the program and obtain its DR i L . It is necessary to set a Threshold Detection Rate (TDR) i-max L for every block structure in the Virus Behavior Feature Database which is determined through statistics based upon a large amount of benign program and virus samples. Compare i L with the feature block structure's Threshold Detection Rate i-max L , if there is one or more structures' DRs which are bigger than their corresponding TDR, the program is judged to be a virus. If all the DRs of testing block structures are smaller than their TDR, we turn to Detection Rule 3. It can also be expressed as:
, the testing program is judged to be a virus
, turn to Detection Rule 3 Detection Rule 3: If Detection Rules 1and 2 cannot find out whether the testing program is a virus or not, we need to approach the detection from the perspective of the whole BRT. For this reason, all the DRs of testing block structures should be calculated altogether to get the WDR and the last detection rule is based on it. After testing a large number of sample programs' WDRs, we will obtain optimal Threshold Whole Detection Rate (TWDR) max R that serves to separate benign programs and viruses through statistics. If the WDR of a testing program is greater or equal to TWDR, the program is judged to be a virus, otherwise it is judged to be a benign program. That is to say:
If
, testing program is judged to be a virus If
, testing program is judged to be a benign program
EXPERIMENT
Based on the idea proposed above, an experiment was performed for verification. First, we used Dependency Walker to analyze all the virus samples collected and to get their BRTs. From these BRTs, all of their DLL resources are stored and sorted by frequency of occurrence. Regarding those most commonly occurring DLLs as root nodes, we start to find corresponding feature block structures from virus samples. After searching among large amounts of virus BRTs and making comparisons among obtained structures, virus behavior feature block structures with high frequency of occurrence were selected and dominated by their root DLL nodes' names.
Since a feature block structure can be seen in many different programs with similar overall structure but with differences in detail, we call them different versions of one feature block structure. As a result, there are overlapping parts in distinct versions. Feature block structure is determined by selecting the most representative overlapping part from numerous versions. Moreover, with an increase in layers and calling resources, it is much harder to find overlapping parts from different programs. Therefore in this paper we tried to control the feature block structure to be less than five layers to increase detection efficiency and accuracy. Two feature block structures constructed by experiment are shown below: Subject to space limitations, the block structures above are only a small part of the whole feature block structures and API leaf nodes cannot be completely displayed. In the experiment, we find out that the relation among DLLs in block structures of different programs is similar. That is, the overlapping rate of DLLs is relatively high while the major difference between programs lies in API calls. In order to get more accurate results, the API calls we chose to be in the block structure all existed in more than 50% of the sample programs.
All the selected feature block structures are then used to construct a Virus Behavior Feature Database. Every feature block structure needs to be assigned a calculating coefficient which is determined based on its function and occurrence frequency. After the procedure of search and selection, we obtain 57 feature block structures altogether. Table 2 . lists the top 10 most commonly seen block structures along with their calculating coefficients.
In order to test our theory, this paper selects virus: Trojan-Downloader.Win32.EDog for verification. First we analyzed this executable program to get its BRT. According to Detection Rule 1, we search the tree to examine if there are any virus-specific structures. Due to the rarity of virus-specific structures, there were no matches in this virus. Therefore, we turned to Detection L is Threshold Detection Rate of a block structure. Its value is determined by calculating a block structure's DR of a virus and benign program and choosing the optimal one to distinguish between benign program and virus. In the experiment, we found that as there was an increase in layer number and the complication of structure, the calculated DV was bigger and the detection rate was lower. The reason is that as the structure became more complex, there were more DLL, API calls and function modules. So there were more differences between the testing block structure and feature block structure which lead to the decrease in detection rate. Furthermore, the detection rate of virus block structures which included more key function modules such as RPCRT4, SAMLIB were relatively higher than the other ones which included more non-key function modules. This phenomenon verifies the rationality of dividing program behavior into function modules.
As is shown in Table 3 , there was no block structure's DR exceeding the threshold value. Thus we turned to Detection Rule 3 to calculate the WDR k R : By calculating the WDR of large amounts of benign programs and viruses, we found that the WDR of benign programs are typically lower than viruses. Statistics demonstrate that the WDR s of benign programs are often lower than 0.7 while the WDR of viruses are usually higher than 0.7. As a result, we set the threshold whole detection rate at
, that testing program is judged to be a virus which proves the validity of the virus detection method based on the BRT as we proposed. 
SUMMARY AND FURTHER RESEARCH
Due to the disadvantages of current virus detection methods, this paper proposed a new virus behavior detection method based on a program behavior resource tree. Current detection methods usually take APIs as a program behavior feature and all APIs are considered to have equal importance. However, this paper introduced DLLs into virus detection and divides program behavior into several function modules. Moreover, the paper constructed behavior resource trees reflecting the connections among DLL and API resources. Then critical parts were selected from the tree to form block structures which were considered to be new behavior feature vectors. Based on this, the paper advanced an algorithm to calculate the detection value of single block structures and of whole programs. Three detection rules were defined to accomplish the detection process from the parts to the whole. Ultimately, an experiment was performed to verify that the paper's ideas provide a reasonable solution for virus detection.
In future work, we hope to determine feature block structures and virus-specific structures in formal methods. We also plan to develop a dynamic detection system monitoring program which responds to virus threats with greater speed. 
